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ÿþThe adidas EQT Running adidas stan smith white Support 93 is the latest EQT model to get a little bit
of the Turbo Red vibe! Opting to take the subtle route, the colorway of the shoe consists of a White
upper accented by the Black accents and of course the Turbo Red pops on the heel, branding and side
of the shoe. A mesh toebox makes for great ventilation and breathability, while the EVA midsole should
provide sufficient comfort. Said to be dropping beginning March 23rd, are you feeling this adidas EQT
Running Support 93 Turbo Red colorway?  

With a new baseball season right around the corner adidas Baseball unveils a new cleat. Reengineered
and redesigned for baseball s fastest players, the 2017 adizero Afterburner takes the baseball cleat
silhouette to the next level by incorporating a sneaker profile and redefining fit, feel and lightweight
construction.The all-new 2017 adizero Afterburner weighs in at 9.5 oz making it the lightest cleat in the
game. This cleat comes with a new TECHFIT breathable, compression adidas rugby bootie that allows
for flexibility and movement through the ankle. Another great feature is an articulated heel that helps
deliver a lockdown sensation that makes the cleat feel like an extension of the foot for multidirectional
movement and control.  

Following the release of the adidas Crazy Explosive Low White, its original high-top counterpart will be
adidas slip on offered in a brand new colorway next. Featuring a vibrant combination of turquoise/black
throughout its primeknit construction, the performance basketball sneaker is further pronounced with
purple highlights gracing the component, laces, tongue branding and translucent sole unit that s
equipped with boost cushioning inside. An official release date has not been revealed yet, although, find
it at adidas retailers soon for a price tag of $130.  

Woah, that didn t take long. The adidas Stan Smith Boost made its debut a few weeks ago, but adidas
has wasted no time in creating a new Stan Smith Boost that also utilizes a Primeknit upper.If you re
looking for a classic adidas retro adidas sneaker that utilizes two of the Three Stripes most loved tech
features, this is the pair you my have been waiting for. The adidas Stan Smith Boost Primeknit comes
with a White Primeknit upper opposed to the leather upper we intially saw on the model a few weeks
back. Replacing the leather with Primeknit resulting in making the shoe lighter, more breathable and
even more comfortable. The Boost sole also comes in White, as do the laces, and lining.  

The popular adidas NMD R1 will release in another triple black variant this year, as it was previously
released last September. Essentially similar from afar, what separates this upcoming 2017 version is
directed at its upper construction. Unlike last year s mesh build, the silhouette incorporates a ribbed
textured composition with a slick stretch mesh material.Further detailed with reflective 3M accents on its
three stripe motif on the sides, the model is topped off with a matching full-length boost sole unit and
EVA inserts. Look for this pair to debut at select adidas retailers starting tomorrow, March 16th for a
price tag of $140.  

Above you will find what is known as the Calabasas x adidas Power Phase, also known as the next
project between Kanye West and adidas. We ve seen already the model worn by Kanye in the past, but
we now adidas barricade got word that the shoe is close to actually releasing.Right off the bat you can
see that the Calabasas x adidas Power Phase looks nothing like any adidas x Yeezy collabs dropped
over the last couple of years. As a matter of fact, the shoe actually resembles the look of the Reebok
Workout (Reebok is owned by adidas). The shoe comes with a White leather upper with adidas and
Calabasas branding placed on the side panels. The all-White sole unit, and the use of tonal stitching
used to represent the Three-Stripes http://www.spcjcr.co.uk/images/shoes/adidas barricade-710jum.jpg
branding results in a very simple and minimal aesthetic.
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